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Abstract 

 
Segmentation plays a very crucial role, for any 

handwritten Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

system. The handwritten text is separated into lines, 

lines into words and words into characters. Incorrect 

segmentation of line, word, or character decreases the 

recognition accuracy. Segmentation of handwritten 

script in general and Gujarati script in particular is a 

difficult task due to the curvature shapes of characters 

and varying writing style of different writers. 

Furthermore, the frequent appearance of vowel 

modifiers makes the text segmentation a challenging 

task. A good segmentation technique can improve the 

recognition rate. This paper deals with the problems 

that occur in segmentation of handwritten Gujarati 

text. This paper also explains the main reasons for 

some of these problems. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 
Prior to invention of computer, important 

documents were created mainly by way of writing on a 

piece of paper either by handwritten or by typewriter. 

As a result massive volume of paper documents were 

generated. Further, someone has to preserve such 

documents for long time usage. It is necessary to 

preserve those documents by converting them into 

some other form such as in digital form. By scanning 

one can convert documents into digital form. The 

method that is used to convert scanned document into 

identifiable and editable form is known as Optical 

Character Recognition (OCR). The field of OCR has 

been widely researched since last 60 years, and due to 

its vast application environment, it continues to be an 

interesting area for active research. Very little work is 

found in the literature for recognition of handwritten 

Indian language scripts. 

Gujarati is the official regional language of 

Gujarat state in India. It is a language from the Indo-

Aryan family of languages, used by about 50 million 

people in the western part of India. Gujarati character 

is cursive in nature and cursive characters are normally 

composed of curvilinear strokes and connected 

successive strokes, relaxes the input constructs and 

permits greater variability in stroke, order and stroke 

numbers. Different writing styles, different sizes of 

characters and different shapes of characters in texts 

written by different people makes the job of 

segmentation very challenging. The technique used to 

segment the printed characters cannot be applied to 

handwritten documents due to variation in text written 

by varying people. The problems in segmentation 

depend upon the text written by a writer. A good or 

clearly written text has fewer problems in segmentation 

as compared to badly written text. 

 

2. Related Work 

 
A comprehensive survey of OCR is given in [1]. 

To the best of our knowledge, no commercial OCR for 

handwritten Gujarati text is available till today. The 

earlier work on Gujarati OCR for printed Gujarati text 

is presented in [2-3]. The papers dealing with 

handwritten Gujarati text segmentation are referenced 

in [4-5]. Many algorithms have been developed for 

segmenting of touching characters in Indian scripts, but 

most of them are for printed text. Line segmentation in 

handwritten documents is referenced in [6-8]. The 

papers dealing with segmentation of overlapping lines 

is referenced in [9]. 

Jindal et al. [10] have segmented the touching 

characters in middle zone and upper zone of printed 

Gurmukhi script using structural properties of the 

script. Chaudhuri et al. [11] have used the principle of 

water overflow from a reservoir to segment touching 

characters in Oriya script. The work on line 

segmentation, consonant segmentation, upper modifier 

segmentation and lower modifier segmentation and 

half character segmentation in Handwritten Hindi text 

are explained in [12, 13, 14]. The main objective of 

this paper is to find different character segmentation 
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problems which may occur during handwritten 

Gujarati script. 

 

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF GUJARATI 

LANGUAGE 
 

The basic direction of writing Gujarati is from left 

to right and top to bottom. Gujarati alphabets utilize 94 

symbols altogether, which can be categorized into the 

different groupings. Gujarati character set provides 34 

(+2 compound ksha, gna) consonants, 14 vowels 

which are represented by a single symbol, and 10 

numerals as shown in Figure 1(a, b, c, d).  

 

 

 
Figure 1a. Gujarati consonants 

 

 
Figure 1b. Some conjunct consonants 

 

 
Figure 1c. Gujarati vowels 

 

 
Figure 1d. Gujarati digits 
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There are 3 other symbols used for representing 

fractions. These are called „pa‟ (One Fourth), „adadho‟ 

(Half) and „poNo‟ (Three Fourth). Gujarati consists of 

a special symbol called Maatra, corresponding to each 

vowel, which are attached to consonants to modify 

their sound. A character is said to be simple if it is a 

consonant alone or with a maatra. A character is said 

to be conjunct if it is a half consonant along with other 

consonant. There are many possibilities for the 

conjunct consonants that increase difficulties in 

segmentation and identification of the characters. The 

vowels (modifiers) can be placed at the left, right, top 

or bottom (or both) of the consonant. Gujarati word is 

divided into three regions-upper region, middle region 

and lower region. The upper and lower region includes 

vowels and middle region includes consonants. 

 

4. Segmentation Problems 

 
There are many problems encountered in the 

segmentation procedure. The poorly written text can 

lead to decrease in segmentation rate and hence 

recognition rate. This can be broadly divided into two 

categories: 

1) The problems that can be avoided. 

2) The problems which cannot be avoided. 

Some of the problems in the text cannot be 

avoided due to writer‟s natural way of writing the text. 

The problems related with writer‟s natural handwriting 

i.e. the way of writing different characters creates 

problems in data which are difficult to overcome. This 

leads to decrease in recognition rate. The problems that 

can be avoided occur due to bad quality of material, 

bad scanning and most important factor is speed of 

writing. If a writer uses the gel pen for writing then 

chances are more for touching of characters as 

compared to thin tip ball point pen. The bad quality of 

material like paper and pen creates fewer problems as 

compared to problems created by speed of writing the 

text. The major problems in same text written by a 

single writer in different situations occur due to his 

natural handwriting and speed of writing. The 

problems due to speed of writing the text can be 

avoided. Problems in handwritten text can be divided 

into three categories: 

1) Problems in Line Segmentation 

2) Problems in Word Segmentation 

3) Problems in Character Segmentation 
 

4.1 Segmentation Problems in Line 

 
The problems in line segmentation can occur due 

to following reasons: 

 

4.1.1 The lower modifier of one line overlaps with 

the upper modifiers of lower line. In figure 2, upper 

modifier of lower line overlaps with lower modifier of 

upper line. Due to overlapping of pixels of two lines it 

is not possible to segment the two lines with horizontal 

projection technique. 

 

4.1.2 Zigzag lines of the text and Zigzag words of 

the same line. This creates curvature in the lines. Due 

to curvature in the lines as shown in Figure 3, it is very 

difficult to determine the proper base line. In such 

cases the segmentation of two lines is very challenging. 

 

4.1.3 Unusual space between lines. It also creates line 

segmentation problems as shown in Figure 4.  
  

 

 
Figure 2. Modifier overlapping 

 

 
Figure 3. Zigzag line and zigzag word 
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Figure 4. Unusual line spacing 

 

4.2 Segmentation Problems in Word  
 

Gujarati is a curvature language, unlike many 

other Devnagari languages, as it does not have 

Shirolekha (Headlines) over characters of a word. This 

makes word segmentation in Gujarati little more 

difficult. The problems in word segmentation are very 

less. Some problems occur due to improper writing 

style of writer. Sometimes writer does not form 

uniform character spacing between characters of a 

single word and unusual spacing between words in the 

same line as shown in Figure 5. So it leads to over 

segmentation of words. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Unusual spacing in inter-word and 

intra-word 

 
4.3 Segmentation Problems in Character  
 

Maximum number of problems occurs in character 

segmentation. The problems in character segmentation 

can be further divided into following categories: 

1) Problems in upper region 

2) Problems in lower region 

3) Problems in middle region 

 
4.3.1 Problems in upper region. The problems in 

upper region can be further divided into two 

categories: 

i) Unusual size of upper modifiers 

 

 
Figure 6. Unusual size of upper modifier   

Due to large size of upper modifier as shown in 

Figure 6, the determination of position of header line in 

a word is very difficult. It results in non segmentation 

of upper modifier from the consonant. 

 

ii) Touching of upper modifier with another 

upper modifier 

In some words upper modifier merges with 

another upper modifier as shown in Figure 7. It is very 

difficult to segment these types of modifiers from the 

word. 

 
Figure 7. Upper modifier touching with each 

other 

 
iii) Touching of upper modifier of previous 

character with next character. 

In Figure 8, the modifier of previous character in 

upper region touches with next character in middle 

part. Such cases are very frequent and are very difficult 

to segment. 

                      
Figure 8. Upper modifier touching with next 

character 

 
4.3.2 Problems in lower region. The problems in 

lower region can be further divided into following 

categories: 

i)   Determination of presence of lower modifier in 

a word 

Due to variation in heights of different characters 

in a word it is very difficult to determine the presence 

of lower modifier in the word.  

ii) Unusual size of lower modifiers 

 
Figure 9. Unusual size of lower modifier 

 

Due to large size of lower modifier as shown in 

Figure 9, the two vowel modifiers overlap. 
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iii) Merging of lower modifier with consonant in 

middle region 

 
Figure 10. Merging of lower modifier with 

consonant 

In Figure 10, the lower modifier merges with 

character „ ‟. Due to merging of lower modifier 

with the character it is very difficult to determine the 

presence of lower modifier in a word. 

iv) Presence of lower modifier like features in 

some characters 

 

         
Figure 11. Lower modifier like feature 

In Figure 11, the character „ra‟ and the character 

„tha‟ have lower modifier like features. They have loop 

in lower part which is similar to lower modifier. 

 
4.3.3 Problems in middle region. The problems in 

middle region can be divided into following categories: 

i)  The problem of touching characters can be 

further divided into three parts: 

a) Touching of modifier with consonants in middle 

region. 

        
Figure 12. Modifier touching with consonant 

The problem of touching the left modifier with the 

consonant generally occurs in many of the handwritten 

documents. In Figure 12, left modifier „ matra‟ touches 

with character „ ‟ and right modifier also touches 

with character „ ‟. 

b) Touching of two or more consonants in middle 

region. 

 

 
Figure 13. Consonant touching with other 

consonant 

   

 

In Figure 13, two consonants touch each other ie. 

Character „  ‟ touches with character „ ‟. But it 

is very difficult to determine the presence of two or 

more touching consonants in a word.  

c) Touching of half character with full character 

(conjuncts). 

 
Figure 14. Conjunct character 

The presence of half character touching full 

character makes the problem of segmentation of 

handwritten Gujarati text very complex. In Figure 14, 

half character „  ‟ touches the full character „ ‟ 

and half character „ ‟ touches the full character 

„ ‟. The above problem can be solved easily if we 

are able to determine the presence of conjunct in a 

word. The determination of presence of conjunct in a 

word is very challenging task 

 

ii) Overlapping of characters in middle region 

 
Figure 15. Overlapping character 

In Figure 15, character „ ‟ overlaps with half 

character „ ‟ and character „ ‟ also overlaps 

with character „ ‟. These types of characters are 

difficult to segment by vertical projection. This type of 

problem mostly occurs with no vertical bar characters. 

 

iii) Broken Characters 

Some characters are difficult to write completely 

without lifting the hand at least once. 

 

    
Figure 16. Broken character 

In such cases sometimes space left with in a 

character i.e. Some pixels are missing which divides 

the character into two or more parts In Figure 16 (left), 

character „  ‟ has some missing pixels which breaks 

the character into two parts. This is very common 

problem in handwritten documents and it is very 

difficult to solve. It is an over segmentation problem. It 

can be solved during recognition. Broken character 

problem may arise due to improper writing of element 
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e.g. some times while writing, the pen stops working 

properly in between the words or words do not scanned 

properly. This leads to the formation of broken 

character Image is as shown in Figure 16 (right). 

 

iv) Skewed Character 

In this problem, as shown in Figure 17, characters 

in a word are not written straight but the word inclined 

either left-skewed or right-skewed which causes 

difficulty during segmentation. 

 
Figure 17. Skewed character 

 

5.  Concluding Remark 

 
The difficulty of performing accurate 

segmentation is determined by the nature of the 

material to be read and by its writer. Generally, 

missegmentation rates for handwritten text increase 

progressively from machine print to cursive writing. 

Thus, simple techniques based on white separations 

between characters are adequate for machine printed 

texts. For handwritten text from many writers and a 

large vocabulary, sophisticated methods are being 

followed. 

From the problems explained above, we conclude 

that complete segmentation of handwritten Gujarati 

text will increase the recognition rate. Some problems 

can be removed if writer uses the better material and 

write patiently. To solve the problems related with 

writer‟s natural handwriting efficient algorithms are to 

be designed to segment the handwritten text and we are 

working on it.  
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